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An innovative service for your guests

®

Wireless music in the hotel room
streamed from phone, wireless
tablet of notebook			

using the app
of your choice

etc.

Great design
OrangeAudio loudspeakers have an extremely flat, borderless grill. This
grill can easily be sprayed in a colour of choice minimising its presence.
Because of this, the loudspeakers perfectly fit a classic as well as a modern
designed hotel room without any compromises related to its sound.

Wireless music for your guests
wireless
easy to use
great customer experience

invisible

no maintenance

easy installation

Easy			
30 Watt			
invisible

real plug & play
energy efficient

An additional, innovative service for your guests
OrangeAudio provides a discrete audio solution for the hospitality industry,
enabling your guests to enjoy wireless music in the hotel room.
A great customer experience
The OrangeAudio One is very easy to use. It enables your guests to listen
to their own music on their smartphone, tablet or laptop using for example
Spotify, iTunes or internet radio. Additionally, you are able, as a hotel, to
offer playlists to extend the atmosphere of your hotel. There’s no installation
required of any software, drivers or app’s.
Theft and vandalism minimised
The OrangeAudio One consists of a very compact, powerful Bluetooth
amplifier along with a set of (flush) loudspeakers. It’s installed completely
out of sight, eliminating theft and vandalism.

Small			
20 Watt			

Large
60 Watt

Customised
The OrangeAudio One comes personalised with your hotel name and
room number and is equipped with a PIN code. The maximum audio
output can be set to a level considered desirable.
Easy installation, no maintenance
The OrangeAudio One and the corresponding loudspeakers are maintenance free. By using high-quality components, like Kevlar and aluminium and the lack of moving parts (such as fans), a problem free
operation is assured. Installation only takes about 10 minutes.
Energy efficient
OrangeAudio One has a very low power consumption and switches off
automatically if a guest is not in the area.
Information
More information? Please get in touch: info@orange-audio.com

Invisible speakers
For every room size, a perfect speaker is being offered. A multi-room setup
(e.g. hotel room and bathroom) is offered as well. On top, OrangeAudio
offers entirely invisible speakers.

www.orange-audio.com
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